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The French Revolution
and Human Rights
Oxford University Press
The Struggle for Human
Rights evaluates the
themes of law, politics,
and practice which

together define
international human rights
practice and scholarship.
Taking as it's inspiration
the 40 year career of
international human rights
advocate Philip Alston,
this book of essays
examines foundational
debates central to the
evolution of the human
rights project. It critiques
the reform of human rights
institutions and reflects on
the place of human rights

practice in contemporary
society. Bringing together
leading scholars,
practitioners, and critics of
human rights from a
variety of disciplines, The
Struggle for Human Rights
addresses the most urgent
questions posed within the
field of human rights today
- its practice and its
theory. Rethinking
assumptions and re-
evaluating strategies in the
law, politics, and practice
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of international human
rights, this book is
essential reading for
academics and human
rights professionals
around the world.
Animal Rights: A Very Short
Introduction Oxford
University Press, USA
Fact-finding is at the heart of
human rights advocacy, and is
often at the center of
international controversies
about alleged government
abuses. In recent years, human
rights fact-finding has greatly
proliferated and become more
sophisticated and complex,
while also being subjected to

stronger scrutiny from
governments. Nevertheless,
despite the prominence of fact-
finding, it remains strikingly
under-studied and under-
theorized. Too little has been
done to bring forth the
assumptions, methodologies,
and techniques of this rapidly
developing field, or to open
human rights fact-finding to
critical and constructive
scrutiny. The Transformation
of Human Rights Fact-Finding
offers a multidisciplinary
approach to the study of fact-
finding with rigorous and
critical analysis of the field of
practice, while providing a

range of accounts of what
actually happens. It deepens the
study and practice of human
rights investigations, and fosters
fact-finding as a discretely
studied topic, while mapping
crucial transformations in the
field. The contributions to this
book are the result of a major
international conference
organized by New York
University Law School's Center
for Human Rights and Global
Justice. Engaging the expertise
and experience of the editors
and contributing authors, it
offers a broad approach
encompassing contemporary
issues and analysis across the
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human rights spectrum in law,
international relations, and
critical theory. This book
addresses the major areas of
human rights fact-finding such
as victim and witness issues; fact-
finding for advocacy,
enforcement, and litigation; the
role of interdisciplinary
expertise and methodologies;
crowd sourcing, social media,
and big data; and international
guidelines for fact-finding.
Humanism: A Very
Short Introduction
Oxford University
Press, USA
Readership: This
book would be

suitable for
students, academics
and scholars of
law, philosophy,
politics,
international
relations and
economics
International Law: A Very
Short Introduction Oxford
University Press
A fascinating history of the
international human rights
movement as seen by one of its
founders During the past
several decades, the
international human rights
movement has had a crucial
hand in struggles against

totalitarian regimes and crimes
against humanity. Today, it
grapples with the war against
terror and subsequent abuses of
government power. In The
International Human Rights
Movement, Aryeh Neier—a
leading figure and a founder of
the contemporary
movement—offers a
comprehensive, authoritative
account of this global force,
from its beginnings in the
seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries to its essential place
in world affairs today. Neier
combines analysis with
personal experience, and gives
an insider’s perspective on the
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movement’s goals, the disputes
about its mission, its rise to
international importance, and
the challenges to come. This
updated edition includes a new
preface by the author.
Political Philosophy: A Very
Short Introduction Oxford
University Press
International human rights
law has emerged as an
academic subject in its own
right, separate from, but still
related to international law.
This book explains the
distinctive nature of this
discipline by examining the
influence of the idea of

human rights on general
international law. Rather than
make use of a particular moral
philosophy or political theory,
it explains human rights by
examining the way the term is
deployed in legal practice, on
the understanding that words
are given meaning through
their use. Relying on
complexity theory to make
sense of the legal practice of
the United Nations, the core
human rights treaties, and
customary international law,
the work demonstrates the
emergence of the moral
concept of human rights as a

fact of the social world. It
reveals the dynamic nature of
this concept, and the influence
of the idea on the legal
practice, a fact that explains
the fragmentation of
international law and special
nature of international human
rights law.
Human Anatomy: A Very
Short Introduction Harvard
University Press
Human Rights and their
Limits shows that the concept
of human rights has
developed in waves: each call
for rights served the purpose
of social groups that tried to
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stop further proliferation of
rights once their own goals
were reached. While
defending the universality of
human rights as norms of
behavior, Osiaty�ski admits
that the philosophy on human
rights does not need to be
universal. Instead he suggests
that the enjoyment of social
rights should be contingent
upon the recipient's
contribution to society. He
calls for a 'soft universalism'
that will not impose rights on
others but will share the
experience of freedom and
help the victims of violations.

Although a state of unlimited
democracy threatens rights,
the excess of rights can limit
resources indispensable for
democracy. This book argues
that, although rights are a
prerequisite of freedom, they
should be balanced with other
values that are indispensable
for social harmony and
personal happiness.
The Last Utopia Oxford
Paperbacks
Michael Ignatieff draws on his
extensive experience as a writer
and commentator on world
affairs to present a penetrating
account of the successes,

failures, and prospects of the
human rights revolution. Since
the United Nations adopted the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights in 1948, this revolution
has brought the world moral
progress and broken the nation-
state's monopoly on the conduct
of international affairs. But it has
also faced challenges. Ignatieff
argues that human rights activists
have rightly drawn criticism from
Asia, the Islamic world, and
within the West itself for being
overambitious and unwilling to
accept limits. It is now time, he
writes, for activists to embrace a
more modest agenda and to
reestablish the balance between
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the rights of states and the rights
of citizens. Ignatieff begins by
examining the politics of human
rights, assessing when it is
appropriate to use the fact of
human rights abuse to justify
intervention in other countries.
He then explores the ideas that
underpin human rights, warning
that human rights must not
become an idolatry. In the spirit
of Isaiah Berlin, he argues that
human rights can command
universal assent only if they are
designed to protect and enhance
the capacity of individuals to lead
the lives they wish. By embracing
this approach and recognizing
that state sovereignty is the best

guarantee against chaos, Ignatieff
concludes, Western nations will
have a better chance of extending
the real progress of the past fifty
years. Throughout, Ignatieff
balances idealism with a sure
sense of practical reality earned
from his years of travel in zones
of war and political turmoil
around the globe. Based on the
Tanner Lectures that Ignatieff
delivered at Princeton
University's Center for Human
Values in 2000, the book
includes two chapters by
Ignatieff, an introduction by
Amy Gutmann, comments by
four leading scholars--K.
Anthony Appiah, David A.

Hollinger, Thomas W. Laqueur,
and Diane F. Orentlicher--and a
response by Ignatieff.
Philosophical Foundations of
Human Rights Princeton
University Press
Interest in citizenship has never
been higher. But what does it
mean to be a citizen in a
modern, complex community?
Richard Bellamy approaches the
subject of citizenship from a
political perspective and, in clear
and accessible language,
addresses the complexities
behind this highly topical issue.
The Transformation of Human
Rights Fact-finding Oxford
University Press, USA
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International Law lies at the heart
of our interaction with the global
community. It protects rights,
imposes duties, and establishes a
framework for the conduct of
almost every social, political, and
economic activity. Lowe
considers how international law
can be used to protect against
concerns about terrorism,
international violence, and
poverty
Human Rights as Politics and
Idolatry Oxford University
Press
Secondary edition statement
from sticker on cover.
Philosophy of Law: A Very Short
Introduction Oxford University

Press
What are the limits of human
rights, and what do these limits
mean? This volume engages
critically and constructively with
this question to provide a distinct
contribution to the contemporary
discussion on human rights.
Fassbender and Traisbach, along
with a group of leading experts in
the field, examine the issue from
multiple disciplinary perspectives,
analysing the limits of our current
discourse of human rights. It does
so in an original way, and without
attempting to deconstruct, or deny,
human rights. Each contribution is
supplemented by an engaging
comment which furthers this
important discussion. This
combination of perspectives paves

the way for further thought for
scholars, practitioners, students,
and the wider public. Ultimately,
this volume provides an
exceptionally rich spectrum of
viewpoints and arguments across
disciplines to offer fresh insights
into human rights and its
limitations.
Human Rights OUP Oxford
How can children grow to
realize their inherent human
rights and respect the rights of
others? This book explores this
question through children's
literature from 'Peter Rabbit' to
'Horton Hears a Who!' to Harry
Potter. The authors investigate
children's rights under
international law - identity and
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family rights, the right to be
heard, the right to be free from
discrimination, and other civil,
political, economic, social and
cultural rights - and consider the
way in which those rights are
embedded in children's
literature.
Not Enough Oxford
University Press
In recent years, human rights
have come under fire, with the
rise of political illiberalism and
the coming to power of
populist authoritarian leaders
in many parts of the world
who contest and dismiss the
idea of human rights. More

surprisingly, scholars and
public intellectuals, from both
the progressive and the
conservative side of the
political spectrum, have also
been deeply critical, dismissing
human rights as flawed,
inadequate, hegemonic, or
overreaching. While
acknowledging some of the
shortcomings, this book
presents an experimentalist
account of international
human rights law and practice
and argues that the human
rights movement remains a
powerful and appealing one
with widespread traction in

many parts of the globe. Using
three case studies to illuminate
the importance and vibrancy
of the movement around the
world, the book argues that its
potency and legitimacy rest on
three main pillars: First, it is
based on a deeply-rooted and
widely appealing moral
discourse that integrates the
three universal values of
human dignity, human
welfare, and human freedom.
Second, these values and their
elaboration in international
legal instruments have gained
widespread - even if thin -
agreement among states
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worldwide. Third, human
rights law and practice is
highly dynamic, with human
rights being activated, shaped,
and given meaning and impact
through the on-going
mobilization of affected
individuals and groups, and
through their iterative
engagement with multiple
domestic and international
institutions and processes. The
book offers an account of how
the human rights movement
has helped to promote human
rights and positive social
change, and argues that the
challenges of the current era

provide good reasons to
reform, innovate, and
strengthen that movement,
rather than to abandon it or to
herald its demise.
International Human Rights
Lexicon Harvard University Press
What are our human rights? What
are their philosophical justifications
and historical origins? Focusing on
highly topical issues such as
torture, arbitrary detention,
privacy, and discrimination, this
Very Short Introduction will help
readers to understand for
themselves the controversies and
complexities behind this vitally
relevant issue.
Humanitarianism and
Human Rights OUP Oxford

Refugees and other forced
migrants are one of the great
contemporary challenges the
world is confronting.
Throughout the world people
leave their home countries to
escape war, natural disasters,
and cultural and political
oppression. Unfortunately,
even today, the international
community struggles to
provide an adequate response
to this vast population in need.
This Very Short Introduction
covers a broad range of issues
around the causes and impact
of the contemporary refugee
crisis for both receiving states
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and societies, for global order,
and for refugees and other
forced migrants themselves.
Gil Loescher discusses the
identity of refugees, asylum
seekers, and internally
displaced persons and how
they differ from other forced
migrants. He also investigates
the long history of the refugee
phenomenon and how
refugees became a central
concern of the international
community during the
twentieth and twenty first
centuries, as well as
considering the responses
provided by governments and

international aid organisations
to refugee needs. Loescher
concludes by focussing on the
necessity of these bodies to
understand the realities of the
contemporary refugee
situation in order to best
respond to its current and
future challenges. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from
Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are
the perfect way to get ahead in
a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts,

analysis, perspective, new
ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
The Idea of International
Human Rights Law Cambridge
University Press
Human rights have become one
of the most important moral
concepts in global political life
over the last 60 years. Charles
Beitz, one of the world's leading
philosophers, offers a
compelling new examination of
the idea of a human right.
Writing and Righting OUP Oxford
This book introduces readers to
the concepts of political
philosophy. It starts by explaining
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why the subject is important and
how it tackles basic ethical
questions such as 'how should we
live together in society?' It looks at
political authority, the reasons why
we need politics at all, the
limitations of politics, and whether
there are areas of life that shouldn't
be governed by politics. It explores
the connections between political
authority and justice, a constant
theme in political philosophy, and
the ways in which social justice can
be used to regulate rather than
destroy a market economy. David
Miller discusses why nations are the
natural units of government and
whether the rise of multiculturalism
and transnational co-operation will
change this: will we ever see the
formation of a world government?

ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very
Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
The Sovereignty of Human Rights
Princeton University Press
The Sovereignty of Human Rights
advances a legal theory of
international human rights that
defines their nature and purpose in
relation to the structure and
operation of international law.
Professor Macklem argues that the
mission of international human

rights law is to mitigate adverse
consequences produced by the
international legal deployment of
sovereignty to structure global
politics into an international legal
order. The book contrasts this legal
conception of international human
rights with moral conceptions that
conceive of human rights as
instruments that protect universal
features of what it means to be a
human being. The book also takes
issue with political conceptions of
international human rights that
focus on the function or role that
human rights plays in global
political discourse. It demonstrates
that human rights traditionally
thought to lie at the margins of
international human rights law -
minority rights, indigenous rights,
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the right of self-determination,
social rights, labor rights, and the
right to development - are central to
the normative architecture of the
field.
American Legal History: A Very
Short Introduction Oxford
University Press
A vast subject that includes a
strange vocabulary and an
apparent mass of facts, human
anatomy can at first appear
confusing and off-putting. But
the basic construction of the
human body - the skeleton, the
organs of the chest and
abdomen, the nervous system,
the head and neck with its
sensory systems and anatomy
for breathing and swallowing - is

vital for anyone studying
medicine, biology, and health
studies. In this Very Short
Introduction Leslie Klenerman
provides a clear, concise, and
accessible introduction to the
structure, function, and main
systems of the human body,
including a number of clear and
simple illustrations to explain the
key areas. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly.
Our expert authors combine

facts, analysis, perspective, new
ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
The International Human
Rights Movement OUP Oxford
The age of human rights has
been kindest to the rich. Even as
state violations of political rights
garnered unprecedented
attention due to human rights
campaigns, a commitment to
material equality disappeared. In
its place, market
fundamentalism has emerged as
the dominant force in national
and global economies. In this
provocative book, Samuel
Moyn analyzes how and why we
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chose to make human rights our
highest ideals while
simultaneously neglecting the
demands of a broader social and
economic justice. In a pioneering
history of rights stretching back
to the Bible, Not Enough charts
how twentieth-century welfare
states, concerned about both
abject poverty and soaring
wealth, resolved to fulfill their
citizens’ most basic needs
without forgetting to contain
how much the rich could tower
over the rest. In the wake of two
world wars and the collapse of
empires, new states tried to take
welfare beyond its original
European and American

homelands and went so far as to
challenge inequality on a global
scale. But their plans were foiled
as a neoliberal faith in markets
triumphed instead. Moyn places
the career of the human rights
movement in relation to this
disturbing shift from the
egalitarian politics of yesterday to
the neoliberal globalization of
today. Exploring why the rise of
human rights has occurred
alongside enduring and
exploding inequality, and why
activists came to seek remedies
for indigence without
challenging wealth, Not Enough
calls for more ambitious ideals
and movements to achieve a

humane and equitable world.
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